GIFT GUIDE

THE ULTIMATE GIFT GUIDE FOR THE HOLIDAYS

FIND THE PERFECT RING FOR YOUR PERFECT SOMEONE
These rings were specifically curated for people who like to move. The ones who can't sit still. The ones who get up and run at 5 am.

Chosen for their classically styled lines and modern aesthetic these rings are the perfect companion for the modern gentleman.

These rings are for those men who known how to dress. The ones who know the difference between a cravat and an ascot.

For those who love bright colors and expressing themselves through their creativity. These rings are for those who create.

We all know that guy, the super successful one who can do no wrong. The one with the Midas touch. These are for that guy.

It takes talent to curate the perfect outfit. To match your handbag to your shoes, to your necklace, and to your nail polish. These rings are for those talented stylists.
Gifts for The Athlete in your life

**The Bullet Ultralight - $95**
The Bullet carbon fiber ring rejects the twill of it’s woven brother’s aesthetic and gets straight to business. With hand wrapped carbon fibers running the circumference of the ring, one can't help but stare in awe at its simplicity.

**The Racer Ultralight - $95**
With striking minimalism, The Racer Ultralight Carbon Fiber Ring version trims the woven design of The Racer into a sleek, super thin package. It’s so comfortable, you’ll often forget you’re wearing it.

**The Ranger Ultralight - $115**
Traditionally used in the making of high end bike frames, the Filament wound design provides incredible strength with a stunning camouflage aesthetic. And our Ranger Ultralight Carbon Fiber Ring strips the Filament down to its skeleton, making this unique ring practically weightless.
Gifts for The Gentleman in your life

**The Craftsman - $215**
The Craftsman wood ring is a 70/30 split favoring real walnut wood, while allowing a slice of pure carbon to still show through. When rotated around your finger, the natural wood grains show off some areas that are clearly darker than others offering a unique aesthetic.

**The Distiller - $185**
The Distiller shows off a very distinct grain found in white oak whiskey barrels. Made fresh, you may even smell a bit of the whiskey from years of whiskey aging. This wood is formed to a woven sturdy carbon fiber base to give it some serious strength and durability.

**The Explorer - $225**
Proclaim your impeccable taste with The Explorers's creamy smooth Honduran Rosewood Burl. This ring may have light colored lines combined with swirling darks resulting form the burl. On the inside, there's a nice contrast of carbon fiber where our classic twill pattern undergirds the rosewood to provide a sturdy, lasting foundation.
Gifts for The Dapper Man in your life

The Engineer - $235
The Engineer carbon fiber ring has facets that interrupt the flow of pressed carbon fiber bundles, flaunting its stunning design. Formed as a result of the cross cut carbon fibers, the ring’s 14 faceted surfaces will arrest the gaze of even the most cynical fashion critics.

The Wave- $175
The Wave Carbon Fiber Ring reveals the inner workings of the carbon weave through waves orbiting the ring’s circumference. This striking design is actually bundles of carbon fibers that, when pressed together during the manufacturing process, form a completely unique pattern.

The Mason- $175
You’ve never seen a ring quite like this. The Wave Squared Carbon Fiber Ring takes the look of the original wave and boxes it in for a truly distinctive style. The wave’s pattern is the result of carbon fiber bundles being pressed together during the manufacturing process. Looking for a stunning men’s wedding band? The Wave Squared will flat-out impress.
Gifts for The Artist in your life

The Blue Racer - $155
The Blue Racers luminescent liner is vibrant by day and exudes a deep blue glow color when charged. Each glow ring comes with a UV light to recharge the glow or simply walk into the sunlight for a few seconds for an intense charge. This ring also comes in Red, Green, Yellow, Purple, and Orange.

The Harvey - $135
Harvey Bernard Milk was an influential LGBTQ activist. Despite his short career in politics, his legacy and impact is still felt today. We have built this ring to commemorate and celebrate his lasting influence. We donate 5% of every sale to The Trevor Project.

The Speedster - $175
We've taken the classic Twill Carbon Fiber Ring and inlaid stunning turquoise stones to yield a one-of-a-kind ring bound to impress. Whether black tie or county fair, The Speedster boasts a huge style while maintaining the lightweight nature of pure carbon fiber.
Gifts for The Mogul in your life

**The Aristocrat - $1,135**

As warm rosewood burl wraps itself around stunning 14 karat rose gold, this ring marries two roses into one regal cocktail. Whether you're yachting through the Maldives or trekking through Appalachian forests, The Aristocrat’s elegance will be there with you.

**The Knight - $1,085**

You are a fearless warrior—a golden god. Cut from the finest cloth and ready to take on the world. Let The Knight guide you on your quest for Excalibur. Or like, a cheeseburger with onion rings.

**The Rocketeer - $285**

When it comes to space travel, there are three materials you are guaranteed to need: titanium, carbon fiber, & dehydrated ice cream sandwiches. Launch your finger into a whole new world with The Rocketeer ring.
Gifts for The Fashionista in your life

The Quicksilver Ultrafit- $85
Made from Aluminized glass fibers, The Quicksilver Ultrafit features the thinnest and sleekest design we've ever made. Weighing in at less than a gram and hand crafted with non-conductive materials, this is the perfect stackable ring.

The Bullet Ultrafit- $85
Slim just got slimmer with The Bullet Ultrafit ring. Hand crafted from uni-directional carbon fiber and shaped to be as thin as possible this is your perfect stackable companion.

The Racer Ultrafit- $85
Wearing The Racer Ultrafit is like wearing nothing at all. It is the perfect ring for anyone looking to wear something truly minimal. Hand crafted from pure carbon fiber this ring is purely minimal.